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Texas Instruments has developed innovative power
module solutions in a variety of package options.
Choosing the right package involves trade-offs in
size, power density, and ease of use.
Advances in power-module packaging technology have enabled increasingly robust,
small, and easy-to-use DC/DC solutions. Power modules integrate a DC/DC converter
integrated circuit (IC) with passive components in one compact package to simplify the
design process and accelerate time to market.
There are now several different module package options on the market, each with their
own benefits and drawbacks, and it’s not always easy to determine which solution
is the best fit for your design. This white paper discusses a few package options –
embedded, leaded and quad flat no-lead (QFN) – and the benefits and trade-offs
of each in terms of module size, component integration, thermal performance and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) considerations.
Embedded modules

space savings to place input and output capacitors
on either side of the inductor (one example of this is

Embedded modules such as the TPS82150 offer

the TPS8268090). The end benefit of such a layout

the smallest total solution size available of all module

is that these modules offer best-in-class size and

packages. This is due largely in part to a novel

high component integration.

manufacturing technique [1], as illustrated in

The unique architecture of embedded modules

Figure 1.

places some limitations on where you can use them.
The material in which the IC is embedded is FR-4,
which has a relatively higher junction-to-ambient
thermal resistance (θJA) than the copper lead frames
found in other module package options. As a result,
today’s embedded modules have a peak output
Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of an embedded module package.

current of around 3A, so other module package

A printed circuit board (PCB) serves as the base of

options are a better fit for high current applications.

the module, and as the name implies, the converter

However, these modules’ very small size and low

IC is embedded directly within the PCB. This frees

quiescent current make them great for battery-

up space on the top of the board for passive

powered personal electronics applications and

components, as shown in Figure 1, where the

digital systems that require multiple output voltages

inductor is mounted directly on the PCB. In some

from a common 5V or 12V bus.

embedded modules, TI also uses these top-side
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Leaded modules

solution, the leaded package size is larger than
other module packaging options, making it a less

Leaded modules such as the LMZ14203 are the

attractive choice for size-constrained applications.

easiest to use of all of the module packages, as they

Leaded modules can serve higher current rails than

provide the same benefits engineers have come

embedded modules (TI’s offerings today cover up

to expect from leaded ICs. Leaded modules are

to 10A) although you may still get slightly better

manufactured by attaching the die to the underside

thermal performance out of a QFN module. Another

of the top lead frame, which is then mated to the

drawback of leaded modules is cost: multiple

top of the bottom lead frame. The bottom lead

lead frames and a complex internal configuration

frame serves as a base for the module, and has

can make manufacturing leaded modules more

a large exposed pad that enables the module to

costly than alternative solutions. In spite of these

dissipate heat effectively during operation. The

limitations, leaded modules’ ease of layout and

inductor and resistors are placed on the top side of

rework and visual inspection capabilities make

the top lead frame, which is molded with epoxy to

them very attractive for industrial applications such

encapsulate the components while leaving the leads

as factory automation equipment and electricity

exposed. Figure 2 illustrates the final result of this

meters.

manufacturing process.

QFN modules
QFN modules such as the TPSM84A22 offer the
highest density of all module package options.
There are three slightly different approaches to
manufacturing QFN modules: overmolded lead
frame, overmolded laminate and open frame
laminate. Regardless of manufacturing technique,

Figure 2. View of a leaded module with an exposed ground pad.

QFN modules are unique in that they use

As with embedded modules, the “3-D”

pre-packaged, tested silicon rather than

manufacturing approach by which the inductor is

unpackaged die and have a footprint similar

placed above the converter die shrinks the footprint

to QFN ICs. QFN modules’ higher current density

of the module relative to an equivalent discrete

enables the powering of applications that other

solution. Visible external leads mean that soldering

modules can’t touch, such as high-end field-

and debugging circuits by hand is much simpler

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

than it would be using a no-lead module such as a

Unlike leaded modules, lead frame-based

QFN. Visible leads also means that making changes

QFN modules only use a single lead frame. The

to prototype boards is easy. External leads are

packaged IC and passives are placed directly on

beneficial in manufacturing, where solder integrity

top of the lead frame and are typically covered by

can be verified by visual inspection.

a stilted inductor. The lead frame is then molded

The largest drawback of leaded modules is their

with epoxy, leaving only the flat electrical pins on

relatively low current density. While the footprint of

the bottom side of the module exposed. Figure 3

the module is smaller than a comparable discrete
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possible with other packaging approaches. However,
if you don’t have experience working with QFN
packages, you may find working with them slightly
more challenging than with leaded modules. Also,

Figure 3. The manufacturing of a typical overmolded lead frame QFN
module.

QFN modules can also appear more expensive than
modules in other packages, but this is frequently a

Internally, laminate-based QFN modules look similar

symptom of their higher power output and greater

to a circuit laid out on a PCB. That’s one advantage

component integration rather than an indication of a

of using a laminate base in module construction – it

“premium” associated with the package. All things

is easier to lay out complex circuits on laminate than

considered, the small size and high current density

it would be on a copper lead frame. Open frame

offered by QFN modules aligns nicely with the needs

laminate QFN modules are very similar to overmolded

of applications such as test and measurement and

lead frame modules; both feature a packaged IC

communications, where power-hungry FPGAs sit at

surrounded by discrete components under an

the core of the design.

inductor. Today’s overmolded laminate modules (and
some overmolded leadframe modules) differ from

EMI considerations

other module packaging technologies because they
often use 2-D construction with standard inductors,

When powering noise-sensitive, high-power loads

rather than the stilted inductors found in other

such as FPGAs and application-specific integrated

modules. While the footprint of these modules may

circuits (ASICs), it’s critical that your power supply

grow as a result, their height can shrink significantly,

meets EMI performance standards. The biggest

enabling novel applications such as mounting the

contributor to EMI radiation is the slew rate of the

module on the back side of a board for space

switch node – the faster it is, the more likely you

savings. These modules also differ from their peers

are to run into issues. TI modules have several

in the number of discrete components inside

precautionary features to help mitigate these issues.

(Figure 4), often including input and output

The inductors used in most TI modules are shielded –

capacitors in addition to the resistors and inductors

that is, they have a noise-insulating layer between the

that are standard in all power modules.

noisy inductor coil and the rest of the circuit, which
helps reduce emissions. Additionally, many modules
minimize the switch-node area to help reduce the
antenna effect. If necessary, you can also add an
external snubber to slow the slew rate of the switch
node. You’re most likely to need this solution with
higher-power QFN modules, where fast switch-node
transition is necessary to reduce switching losses.

Figure 4. Overmolded laminate QFN modules include many discrete
components.

When taking steps to mitigate EMI radiation, the

These modules’ similarity to traditional QFN ICs

actual performance can vary from module to module.

carries both benefits and challenges. Not only

Review the radiated emissions data for any device

are QFN modules significantly smaller than their

you may be considering to ensure that it won’t cause

equivalent leaded counterparts, their superior θJA

issues in your system.

enables the supply of higher power than what’s
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Summary
In general, integrated power modules provide

To learn more about specific devices and see TI’s

benefits over discrete solutions because they are

full power-module portfolio, visit 			

easy to use, and their 3-D construction (where the

www.ti.com/powermodules.

inductor is placed on top of the converter IC) saves
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board space relative to equivalent discrete solutions.
However, there are several different module package
options that can optimize different facets of your
power design. If having the absolute smallest size
is critical (even if it means limiting power output),
an embedded module is the best option. If ease
of prototyping and more robust manufacturing are
priorities (even if it means using a relatively larger
package), a leaded module will be a better fit. And
if you desire the highest power density and most
highly integrated power solution available (even if it
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will make manufacturing a bit more challenging), try
using one of several QFN module package options.
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